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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Book Offers New Human Technology for a Better Future 
 
New York, NY – The Focalizing Institute is pleased to announce the publication of Dr. Michael 
Picucci’s new book – Focalizing Dynamic Links: A Human Technology for Collectively Engaging 
Source Energy & Creating a Better Future. This book is the second in a series of three books 
exploring the human technology of Focalizing as a means to go within and move beyond the 
barriers that hold us back from a full and rich experience of life. 
 
Written with Barry Lipscomb, Focalizing Dynamic Links outlines a new human technology for 
connecting and communicating differently, effecting organizational transformation through 21st-
century collaboration. The book brings a conscious intention to relationship so that the energy 
shared and exchanged is for the good of each person, and for the good of us all. As such, 
Dynamic Linking provides a bigger picture of “now” along with points of projection that can help 
participants sense the way things might be. Dynamic Linking is useful for any organization – be it 
a business, non-profit, government entity, sports team or civic club – any collective where people 
come together with a common purpose.  
 
Jennifer McCrea, co-author of The Generosity Network, says “Focalizing Dynamic 
Links demonstrates how dissolving the barriers to real communication unleashes our power and 
resilience drawing additional positive energies into relationships and organizations.  This 
dynamic interplay is a guiding light in creating happier, more sustainable lives.”  
 
And John Renesch, author of The Great Growing Up: Being Responsible for Humanity’s Future, 
adds “the authors have created a formula for living and working together consciously. Focalizing 
Dynamic Links describes a simple process for optimizing our potential in becoming mature and 
responsible human beings in our relationships with one another and our home, planet Earth.” 
 
Dr. Picucci’s previous book in the series, Focalizing Source Energy, is available on Amazon.com 
along with his other books.  
 
The Focalizing Institute is a healing, research and educational non-profit organization located in 
New York City with a worldwide virtual presence. The Institute's work centers around the new 
human technologies of Focalizing and Dynamic Linking which are congruent with and support 
the way of our future. They allow for less stress and more effectiveness in healing and creativity. 
 
For more information, please visit http://www.theinstitute.org/the-book, 
www.Focalizing.com, www.TheInstitute.org and www.BusinessFocalizing.com  
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